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Topics
Activism / Philanthropy / Civic Engagement
Adventure
Inspiration / Achievement
Motivation
Overcoming Adversity
TED-Talks
Television
Virtual
Women's Empowerment

About Amelia Rose Earhart
Named by the Jaycees as one of the "Top Ten Young Americans", A m e l i a R o s e E a r h a r t
recreated and symbolically completed the 1937 flight of her namesake, Amelia Mary
Earhart. Her 28,000 mile flight around the world in a single engine aircraft became a symbol
of determination, courage and empowerment for anyone who has ever decided to seek new
horizons.

Fortune 500 Companies, The United States Air Force Academy, dozens of Universities and Civic Organizations, just to name a few, have been impacted
and thousands have been jolted awake by Amelia's contagious enthusiasm for action, her raw and charming leadership style and her ability to take
audiences along on their own flight around the world with her story.
Amelia is the president of the Fly With Amelia Foundation, a non-profit providing flight training scholarships to young women across America. She can
be seen each morning on Denver's NBC affiliate, KUSA-TV reporting on breaking news and traffic, is an active member of the Board of Directors at Wings
Over the Rockies, Colorado's Official Air and Space Museum and is currently working toward her multi-engine aircraft rating.
Select Keynotes
Learning to Love the Turbulence: Creating A Flight Plan To Clear Any Goal For Take-Off
When we set our minds toward any big goal, we imagine creating our plan and executing it to completion. We tell ourselves that if we work hard
enough, we will soar from Point A to Point B gracefully, leaving others to wonder how we ever pulled it off. We begin our journey and everything
seems fine. The wind is at our backs and the view is spectacular. Suddenly, there's a terrifying jolt. We've been thrown off course by something
we never saw coming: turbulence.
Some of the best ideas are never fulfilled because the destination is unclear and the journey is not mapped. In this keynote, Amelia Rose Earhart
helps attendees reach their destination from take-off to landing. Using the strategies she used to fly around the world, Amelia’s content is both
inspiring and thought provoking.
Key Takeaways:
Amelia shares the same fundamentals she used on her flight, which are also needed for business success:
Overcome self doubt
Be clear on your destination
Create a successful flight plan
Trust your flight crew
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Execute on the fly
Believe in the journey
Embrace the turbulence
Select Articles
Amelia Earhart Completes Around the World Flight
NBC News article on Amelia Rose Earhart
Amelia Earhart flies again! Namesake to recreate global flight
CNN Article on Amelia Rose Earhart
How Pilot Amelia Rose Earhart Is Breaking Through The Glass Ceiling of Aviation
Huffington Post article on Amelia Rose Earhart
Select Testimonials
“We were VERY pleased with Amelia Rose Earhart as a speaker for both our Leadership Workshop & Keynote event ... Ms. Earhart was polished,
professional & very engaging!! We would & will consider her for future events ... She did outstanding & our events were a BIG success!”
— Collins Aerospace

"Not only was her story incredible, but her personal inner strength, and quite frankly guts through personal adversity, is truly inspiring."
— Northrop Grumman Corporation

"She was warm, passionate, enthusiastic and connected well with students."
— Pennsylvania State University Abington

“Amelia was a terrific speaker. Poised, confident, energetic, fun and engaging. Her life story of how she had a focus and carried through while
experiencing her own turbulence was very inspiring.”
— Rental Housing Association

“Amelia provides inspiration for people of all ages to dream big and achieve their goals. Her words will motivate you to set and attain your
highest potential through her journey of perseverance, grit and diligence.”
— United States Air Force Academy, Center for Character and Leadership Development

"She meshed with our group at our dinner. She spoke openly about her challenges in the flight. She had great photos as a part of the
presentation."
— Virginia Auto Dealers Association (VADA)
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